Job Description
Title: UI Engineer
Location: Pune, India
Overview
appOrbit is an emerging startup enabling customers accelerate the digital transformation of their businesses.
Our vision is to make it possible for enterprises to deploy and manage end to end life cycle of any application
(legacy, cloud native, windows, linux) on any infrastructure (virtual machines, containers, bare-metal) across
any cloud (public, private, hybrid). Our platform is already helping several dozen customers realize this vision.
appOrbit is looking for a UI engineer to build the product’s front end web interface that customers will use
to interact with the product. You will have the opportunity to solve challenging UX/UI problems and use the
latest web technologies to build a simple, aesthetically clean, intuitive and highly interactive web application
that will have a huge impact on the product’s success.
Responsibilities:
 Understand and implement the design and architecture of the company's UI development.
 Performance optimization of existing application.
 Implement effective use of cache technologies for better performance.
 Good hands on experience on JavaScript frameworks i.e. Angular JS ,ReactJS
 Should be able to handle server side code integration.
 Writing high-performance reusable code for UI components
Qualifications:
 Bachelor’s degree or higher in Computer Science or related field
 Minimum 4-6 years’ of experience
 A very strong JavaScript foundation and clear understanding of JavaScript classes, prototype based
inheritance, modules, private member scopes, etc.
 Good working knowledge Object oriented JavaScript, JQuery, Html5, CSS3
 Good hands on experience on JavaScript frameworks i.e. Angular JS ,ReactJS
 Worked on any JavaScript MVC frameworks like ExtJS/Sencha, Knockout, Backbone, Ember,
Angular
 Should have experience in Single page application
 Understanding of compiled-to-JS languages like Coffee Script/Typescript and compiled-to-CSS ones
like SASS/SCSS/LESS
Preferred Skills:
 Good to have Grunt, Gulp and other build tools
 Conceptual Creativity
 Autonomous and self-driven
 Tenacious and meticulous
 Excellent ability to work in a team
 Passionate and motivated to work for a top class start-up on ground breaking technologies and
change the future.

Benefits:


Fun, creative and fast-paced working environment



Terrific medical and accident insurance plans



Pantry stocked with snacks and beverages



Flexible time-off with generous paid holidays
·

